In this paper we consider the user modeling given the photos and videos from the gallery on a mobile device. We propose the novel user preference prediction engine based on scene understanding, object detection and face recognition. At first, all faces in a gallery are clustered and all private photos and videos with faces from large clusters are processed on the embedded system in offline mode. Other photos are sent to the remote server to be analyzed by very deep models. The visual features of each photo are aggregated into a single user descriptor using the neural attention block. The proposed pipeline is implemented for the Android mobile platform. Experimental results with a subset of Amazon Home and Kitchen, Places2 and Open Images datasets demonstrate the possibility to process images very efficiently without accuracy degradation.
INTRODUCTION
Important features of today's mobile devices are personalized services that adapt to individual users and collect and model userspecific information. For example, personalized recommendations are developed to assist customers in finding relevant things within large item collections. The design of such systems requires the careful consideration of the user modeling approach, which defines the user's interest in his or her profile. Conventional content-based recommender systems use only structured and textual information [7] . However, a large gallery of photos is usually available on a mobile device, which can be also used for understanding of such interests as sport, gadgets, fitness, cloth, cars, food, travelling, pets, etc.
Development of visual recommender systems has become all the more important in the last few years [15, 20] . For example, simultaneous image-text co-modeling has resulted in the development of context-aware tweet recommendations [2] . The VisNet architecture with parallel shallow neural net and VGG16 convolutional neural network (CNN) was fine-tuned like a siamese net, taking input triplets of a query image, a similar image and a negative example [14] . The clothing, shoes and jewelry from Amazon product dataset are recognized in [1] by an extraction of ResNet-based visual features and a special shallow net. Visual search and recommendations are implemented on Pinterest [21] using Web-scale object detection and indexing with very deep CNNs [3] .
It is important to emphasize that the processing of photos significantly differs from above-mentioned applications due to the need for protections of users' privacy. Hence, the analytics engines should be preferably run on the embedded system, because most photos contain private information, for which the user does not permit processing on the remote server. As a result, the state-ofthe-art very deep CNNs [3] cannot be directly applied due to their enormous inference time and energy consumption. Thus, in this paper we consider several directions to predict the user preferences, namely, detection of objects [5] including food, pets, musical instruments, vehicles, etc.; scene recognition [22] in order to extract such interests as art and theaters, nightlife, sport, etc.; analysis of demography and sociality by analyzing facial images in photos and videos including facial clustering [6, 12] .
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we present the proposed pipeline for inferring the user profile by processing of a set of photos. In Section 3, the trade-off between accuracy and complexity of various CNN-based models are experimentally studied. Finally, concluding comments are given in Section 4.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Let there be given N galleries (collections of photos) that are associated with N users. The main task is to predict a probability distribution over C categories as the interest distribution for the n-th user (n ∈ {1, ..., N } given a set of his or M n photos [20] . Let us firstly describe the m-th photo of the n-th user with a D-dimensional feature vector x n (m). Multiple recent works on the topic demonstrate that the deep learning techniques can provide rather accurate results [19, 20] . Hence, we will focus on using a feature extractor from the deep CNN, which was preliminarily trained on an external very large dataset, e.g. ImageNet. There are two variants, namely, 1) extraction of the off-the-shelf features [16] at the output of one of the last layers of the pre-trained CNN [13] ; and 2) fine-tuning of the CNN on the given training set [3] . At the second stage, the final descriptor x n of the n-th user is produced as a weighted sum of features x n (m). If all weights are equal, conventional averaging is implemented. However, in this paper we propose to learn the aggregation (pooling) of these features by using the neural aggregation module based on attention mechanism originally applied to video face recognition [18] . In order to improve the run-time complexity, the dimensionality of the visual features x n (m) is reduced by learning the matrix W s with dimensionality D × S, where S < D:
The final S-dimensional descriptor of the n-th user is computed
where the weights
are estimated using the squeezed features (1) and an attention mechanism [18] with a learnable S-dimensional vector q. The interests of the n-th user are predicted by multi-label classification of the feature vector x n , e.g., by adding a fully-connected (FC) layer with C logistic regressions to the outputs of attention block (1) and learning all parameters in the end-to-end manner. All categories were organized into several high-level groups: outdoors, indoors, sports, food, activity, fashion, musical instruments, transport, services, appliances and children toys. In order to extract specific interests, object detection and scene recognition methods were used. We selected 146 objects (faces and 145 categories) from MS COCO, OID (Open Image Dataset v4) and ImageNet object datasets. By using the balanced training set with no more than 5000 images per category, we trained such detectors Faster R-CNN [10] and SSDLite [11] using Tensorflow Object Detection API. The testing set contains further 5000 images from each category. In addition, we chose 337 scenes from the united Places2 dataset (Places365-Challenge and Places-Extra69) [22] . The whole dataset was split into the training and test subsets with 8M and 40K images, respectively. Several CNNs were fine-tuned using Keras framework.
The proposed pipeline is presented in Fig. 1 . Firstly, objects (including faces) on all photos on a mobile device are detected in the "Fast object detection" block in an offline mode using efficient CNNs, e.g., MobileNet and SSDLite [4, 11] . Secondly, we analyze detected faces. If the central part of a photo contains at least one face with width and height greater than a predefined threshold, then this photo is also considered as private. Otherwise, the following heuristic is used: the photo is considered to be private if it contains a face from rather large facial group of family members or closed friends. Hence, thirdly, in order to apply such an heuristic, all detected faces are fed into a CNN trained for face identification [13] in order to simultaneously extract numerical feature vectors of faces and predict age and gender [? ] in the "Simultaneous facial feature extraction" block. As the faces are observed in unconstrained conditions, modern transfer learning and domain adaptation techniques are used for this purpose [3] . According to these methods, the large external dataset of celebrities is used to train a deep CNN. The outputs of one of the last layers of this CNN form D-dimensional (D ≫ 1) off-the-shelf features x n = [x n;1 , ..., x n;D ] of the photos X n from the gallery. These feature vectors are L 2 -normed in order to provide additional robustness to variability of observation conditions. Fourthly, as the facial images X n , n ∈ {1, ..., N } do not contain labels of particular subjects on the photos, the problem of extracting people from the gallery should be solved by clustering methods in the "Matching with facial clusters" block. Namely, every face on image should be assigned to one of the labels 1...K, where K is a number of people on images in the userâĂŹs gallery. As K is usually unknown, all resulted facial identity feature vectors are grouped by hierarchical agglomerative or density based spatial clustering methods. Only rather large clusters with a minimal number of faces are retained during the cluster refinement. The gender and the birth year of a person in each cluster are estimated by appropriate fusion technique [6] . Selfies are automatically detected using EXIF information about camera model and focal length. An owner of the device is associated with the facial cluster with the largest number of selfies. By using gender and birth year predictions, other relations ("girl-friend" or "boy-friend", "father", "mother" and "child") are detected during this matching with facial clusters.
As any above-mentioned heuristic may fail in some specific cases, we let the user to set the private status of any photo and video manually. Fifthly, the scenes on the private photos are recognized on the mobile device of the user in the "Fast scene recognition" block by using efficient CNNs, e.g. MobileNets. Sixthly, other ("public") photos are sent to remote side (e.g., Flask server) to be processed in the "Accurate object detection" block by complex but accurate object detector, e.g., the Faster R-CNN with Inception or InceptionResNet backbone, and scene classifier, e.g., Inception or ResNet CNN, in the "Accurate scene recognition" block. Eighthly, the detected objects and recognized scenes are mapped on the predefined list of categories and the resulted categories are combined into the user profile (1)-(3) in the "Counters of categories" block. The videos are processed similarly: for example, each of 3-5-th frames in each video are selected in the "Frame selection" block and the same procedure is repeated, though a whole video is considered as public only if all its frames are marked as public.
We implemented the whole pipeline ( Fig. 1) in the demo application for Android, which sequentially processes all photos from (Fig. 2b) . If a concrete category is tapped, a "display" form appears, which contains a list of all photos from the gallery with this category (Fig. 2c) . We support two special high-level categories: "Locations" with most popular cities obtained from geo tags and "Demography" with the stacked histograms (Fig. 2d ) of age and gender of the closed persons. Tapping the bar will display the list of all photos of particular subject (Fig. 2e ).
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In the first experiment we compared several known object detectors using the training/testing dataset described in Section 2. Some of the categories are considered as a family of similar categories, e.g. "animal" and "cat" or "dog" categories or "building" and "skyscraper". We took such categories into account while estimating recall (an average rate of detected objects from one class) and mAP (average rate of correctly detected object for particular category to all detected objects of this category). The results including the model size and inference time for one image on MacBook Pro 2015 laptop are shown in Table 1 . The best values are marked in bold. These results are similar to existing studies of object detectors [5] . The highest mAP/recall are obtained by Faster R-CNN with Inception ResNet and ResNet-101 backbones, which are the best candidates for server side processing in our pipeline (Fig. 1) . The choice for the mobile device is more difficult, because the SSDLite models are rather fast (500 ms per photo on Samsung S9+), but their recall is too low due to the small size of most objects from our dataset. The Faster R-CNN models are too slow for offline detection on mobile devices (1.2 sec per image on Samsung S9+ for Inception v2 backbone). However, we decided to use the latter model in the demo application due to its high accuracy. In the next experiment, scene recognition was examined using the above-mentioned subset of the united Places2 dataset. We finetuned MobileNet v2 [11] and Inception [17] CNNs and applied structural pruning methods to speed-up offline classification on mobile side. It was found in the preliminary experiments that the best convergence is demonstrated by the pruning with the Taylor expansion [9] . Hence, this method was used to prune approximately 25% and 35% of all channels in each convolutional layer. The inference time was measured on MacBook and two Samsung devices (Galaxy Tab S4 tablet PC and Galaxy S9+ phone). The recognition results are presented in Table 2 . Though the Inception v3 model is the most accurate one, its implementation on mobile device can be inappropriate due to the large running time. Hence, this model is an ideal candidate for the server-side scene recognition only. The usage of simplified MobileNet model (α = 1.0) caused better performance with a very low increase of the error rate. Our implementation of structural pruning improves both running time and memory space, so we decided to use the 25% pruned MobileNet v2 (α = 1.0) for scene classification on mobile devices. In the last experiment the proposed aggregation of image features into a single user descriptor (1)-(3) is studied. As there is no publicly available labeled datasets of photo galleries for different users, we used the "Home and Kitchen" subset of the Amazon Product Data dataset with the items that have at least 5 unique users interacted with. Such subset contains 547700 entries of N = 66519 unique users interacting with 28237 unique items from C = 1000 categories including "Cookware", "Storage and Organization", "Coffee", etc.
There is a single unique item on each picture that belongs to one or more classes. The number of items per user M n varies from 5 to 40 with 8 unique items in average. At first, we used randomly selected 70% of all images to fine-tune the MobileNet v1 [4] . Since each item only belongs to a few of the categories the resulting target vectors are sparse. Hence, the weighted binary cross entropy loss function was optimized by Adam method. The remaining 30% images are grouped by user, and each user is associated with a C-dimensional target vector, so that the c-th component is equal to 1 if the user has interacted with at least one item from the c-th category, and 0, otherwise. The output of the penultimate layer of fine-tuned MobileNet was used to extract D = 1024 features x n (m) of all images from the second set. The algorithms were tested on the other 5987 users in order to predict C interest probabilities, among which top k interests were recommended. We implemented the following aggregation techniques: 1) average pooling; 2) pooling of all D features with one attention block (2) and additional context gating (CG), which applies a scaling mask to the resulting aggregated vector [8] ; 3) two attention blocks recommended in the original paper [18] ; 4) two attention blocks with CG and a single FC hidden layer of size 2048; and 5) proposed usage of 1-layer attention with reduced (S = 128) features (1)-(3). We used 70% of our second subset to learn the pooling weights. The dependence of the precision and recall on the number of recommendations k is shown in Table 3 . Here the usage of learnable pooling causes an increase of precision and accuracy 8-19% and 18-26% when compared to conventional computation of average visual features. The best results are achieved for a model with two attention blocks and CG, but its number of parameters is 4-times higher even when compared to the baseline MobileNet model used for feature extraction. The most appropriate for our mobile demo application is the proposed aggregation with one attention block (3) for the reduced feature vector (1) due to the lowest number of parameters and reasonable (82-88%) F-measure.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel pipeline (Fig. 1) for automatic prediction of the user's preferences for hobbies and lifestyle based on a gallery of photos and videos from mobile device. We developed the structurally pruned MobileNet v2-based model for the scene recognition task with more than 300 different scenes. This model has near state-of-the-art accuracy and requires only 60-85 ms to process an image on mobile device (Table 2) . We considered demography analysis of a gallery [12] to either detect the owner of device and his or her relatives or extract public photos or videos without faces of closed friends. Such public data are sent to remote server in order to detect objects (Table 1 ) and recognize scenes more accurately. Finally, it was demonstrated how to efficiently combine the visual features of each photo in a given input set (gallery) into a single descriptor of particular user (1)-(3) based on learnable pooling used previously only for video recognition [8, 18] . Such aggregation made it possible to significantly improve precision/recall when compared to traditional averaging of visual features (Table 3) .
The proposed pipeline was implemented in the Android application (Fig. 2) . The developed engine is applicable for various personalized services such as target advertisments and personalized marketing. In future, it is important to detect private photos more reliably by, e.g., using text recognition techniques in order to process scanned documents. Moreover, it is necessary to develop a complete recommender system using the user profile obtained by our pipeline (Fig. 1) .
